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Abstract

Not only do outages hurt customers, they also cause financial and reputation damages. Minutes of service downtimes can create hundreds of thousands of dollar, if not
multi-million, of loss in revenue [29, 36, 89]. Company’s
stock can plummet after an outage [111]. Sometimes, refunds must be given to customers as a form of apology [118].
As rivals always seek to capitalize an outage [2], millions of
users can switch to another competitor, a company’s worst
nightmare [62].
There is a large body of work that analyzes the anatomy
of large-scale failures (e.g., root causes, impacts, time to recovery). Some work focus on specific component failures
such as server machines [158], virtual machines [126], network components [134, 157], storage subsystems [132, 141],
software bugs [137] and job failures [129, 133, 146]. Another set of work perform a broader failure analysis but
only do so for specific systems/services such as HPC systems [131, 147, 153], IaaS clouds [125], data mining services [161], Internet portals and hosting services [149].
Although without a doubt the studies above are extremely
valuable in providing deep insights into failures in largescale systems, they do not necessarily paint the larger landscape of hundreds of outages experienced by tens of popular services in recent years. Existing work, as listed above,
either performs a focused analysis of specific components
(e.g., storage, network) or a broader analysis of few cluster
or service types (more detailed comparisons in Section 8).
Therefore, there are many interesting questions left unanswered: How often and how long do outages typically happen and last across a wide range of Internet services? How
many services do not reach 99% (or 99.9%) availability? Do
outages happen more in mature or young services? What are
the common root causes that plague a wide range of service deployments? What are the common lessons that can
be gained from various outages?
Fortunately, such a broader study is feasible today, thanks
to the era of providers’ transparency. Unlike in the past
where services were deployed in private and decentralized
manners and studies of outages were only possible behind
company walls, today, public cloud services are prevalent.
An outage cannot be “silenced” with internal apologies and
discounts. An outage, even a few minute long, can spark off
various public reactions. Customers continuously monitor

We conducted a cloud outage study (COS) of 32 popular Internet services. We analyzed 1247 headline news and public
post-mortem reports that detail 597 unplanned outages that
occurred within a 7-year span from 2009 to 2015. We analyzed outage duration, root causes, impacts, and fix procedures. This study reveals the broader availability landscape
of modern cloud services and provides answers to why outages still take place even with pervasive redundancies.
Categories and Subject Descriptors C.4 [Computer Systems Organization]: Performance of Systems: Reliability,
Availability, Serviceability

1. Introduction
Cloud computing, “the practice of using a network of remote
servers hosted on the Internet to store, manage, and process
data, rather than a personal computer” [21], has fundamentally changed the way society performs daily businesses and
social activities. Emails, text and video chats, picture and
video sharing, blogs and news, are all backed by a large
complex collection of Internet services, which we refer as
“the Cloud”.
As dependency on cloud computing increases, society
demands high availability, an ideal 24/7 service uptime if
possible. Yet, service outages are hard to escape from. It has
become a new year’s tradition that news websites report the
worst cloud outages in the previous year [150, 151, 156].
Exacerbating the impact of an outage is the fact that many
of today’s cloud services are built on top of other services
(e.g., SaaS on IaaS). As a ramification, an outage can easily
cripple down a large number of other services [19, 117, 118],
hence a larger number of furious and frustrated users.
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Category
CH: Chat
EC: E-Comm.
ML: Email
GM: Game
PA: PaaS/IaaS
SA: SaaS
SC: Social
DT: Storage
VD: Video

This broad study also raises a perplexing question: even
with pervasive redundancies, why do outages still take
place? That is, as the principle of no single point of failure
(No-SPoF) via redundancies has been preached extensively,
redundant components are deployed pervasively in many
levels of hardware and software stack. Yet, outages are still
inevitable. Is there another “hidden” single point of failure?
Studying hundreds of outages in tens of services reveal a
common thread. We find that the No-SPOF principle is not
merely about redundancies, but also about the perfection of
failure recovery chain: complete failure detection, flawless
failover code, and working backup components. Although
this recovery chain sounds straightforward, we observe numerous outages caused by an imperfection in one of the
steps. We find cases of missing or incorrect failure detection that do not activate failover mechanisms, buggy failover
code that cannot transfer control to backup systems, and
cascading bugs and coincidental multiple failures that cause
backup systems to also fail.
In the following sections, we first present our methodology (§2), findings on availability (§3), and observations on
the hidden sources of SPOF (§4). We then present in detail
the individual outage root causes (§5), impacts and fix procedures (§6). Finally, we discuss the pros and cons of our
methodology (§7) and our unique contributions compared to
other related work (§8).

Service Names
Blackberry Messenger, Google Hangouts,
Skype, WeChat, WhatsApp
Amazon.com, Ebay
GMail, Hotmail, Yahoo Mail
PS Network, Xbox Live
Amazon EBS, EC2, and RDS, Google Appengine, Microsoft Azure, Rackspace
Google Docs, Office365, Salesforce
Facebook, Google Plus, Instagram, Twitter
Apple iCloud, Box, Dropbox, Google
Drive, Microsoft SkyDrive
Netflix, Youtube

Table 1. List of cloud services. The table lists the 32 Internet services we study. When presenting availability metrics, we
anonymize service names with category abbreviation and an integer ID. For example, a service labeled CH2 represents one of the
chat services (in random order).

and time the outage, which in turn leads to headline news.
Furthermore, as public cloud services are scrutinized more
ever than before, cloud providers must provide transparency
in the form of open, detailed, and accountable post-mortem
reports. It is common that these reports are written in hundreds to thousands of words [16, 48, 63, 85]. These sources
of information are the two untapped information we leverage
uniquely in our work.

2. Methodology
Goals: Our main goal is to collect and analyze public reports of cloud outages, categorize them, and finally provide
qualitative and quantitative analysis. Our second goal in to
collect all of them in a single place, C OS DB, so that other
researchers in their respective areas can easily use the outage
metadata in C OS DB for motivational references or further
statistical studies.

1.1 Cloud Outage Study (COS)
We conducted a cloud outage study of 32 popular cloud services including chat, e-commerce, email, game, IaaS, PaaS,
SaaS, social, storage, and video services (Table 1). We collected and analyzed a total of 1247 headline news and public
post-mortem reports that detail 597 unplanned outages that
occurred within a 7-year span from 2009 to 2015. Unlike
other studies, our methodology in using public news as our
dataset is relatively unique. In our work, a “service outage”
implies an unavailability of full or partial features of the service that impacts all or a significant number of users in such
a way that the outage is reported publicly.
From outage headline news and post-mortem reports, we
manually extract “outage metadata” such as outage duration
(downtime), root causes, impacts, and fix procedures. We
further break them into 13 root causes, 6 impacts, and 8
fix procedures (Table 2). One valuable information in our
dataset is the outage duration; 69% of outages are reported
with downtime information. This allows us to quantify the
overall availability of modern cloud services and analyze
which root causes have longer impacts. We store the 1247
links and 3249 outage metadata tags in Cloud Outage Study
database (C OS DB), which we release publicly for others to
use (downloadable from [1]).

Dataset: We chose 32 popular cloud services as listed in
Table 1. We picked services from diverse categories such
as chat, e-commerce, email, game, PaaS/IaaS, SaaS, social
media, data storage, and video sharing services. To search
for outages of these services, we utilized search engines such
as google.com and bing.com and typed the following query:
“serviceName outage month year”, for every month and year
between January 2009 to December 2015 (a total of 7 years).
We then read the first 30 search hits. At the end, we gathered
1247 unique links that describe 597 outages.
Outage Metadata (Tagging): For every outage, we read between 1 to 12 (2 on average) sources of information. This is
necessary because outage information can be scattered (e.g.,
some articles report the outage duration while the others only
report the root cause). As there is no standardization of outage reports, we must manually extract the outage metadata
including the outage duration (downtime), root causes, im2

Metadata
Root causes

Impacts
Fixes

Downtime
Type
Scope

based on the total downtime per year experienced by the
service, per the outage definition above. This measurement
could be different from other standards.

Sub-classification Tags
B UGS, C ONFIG, C ROSS, H ARDWARE ,
H UMAN, L OAD, NAT D IS, N ETWORK , P OWER , S TORAGE , S ECURITY ,
S ERVER, U PGRADE , and U NKNOWN
F ULL O UTAGE , O P FAIL , P ERFOR MANCE , L OSS, S TALE , and S ECURITY
A DD R ESOURCES, F IX HW, F IX SW,
F IX C ONFIG, R ESTART , R ESTORE DATA, ROLLBACK SW, N OTHING, and
U NKNOWN
Reported (in minutes/hours) or unknown
Planned or unplanned outages
List of other services affected

Presentations: When we present downtime/uptime metrics,
we anonymize service names and use service labels (e.g.,
CH2) as described in Table 1 (see “Disclaimers” below).
To allow readers to easily use outages examples from this
paper without downloading C OS DB, we cite some interesting links (e.g., [17]). As the reference section is longer than
usual, we make it shorter by embedding the news/reports’
hyperlinks behind the “(link)” text.
While typical failure datasets mainly contain quantitative
failure metadata, our dataset uniquely contains qualitative
outage descriptions, which we believe are valuable to summarize. Therefore, while many other work (§8) focus on statistical findings, the writing style of this paper focuses more
on qualitatively summarizing why outages happen.1

Table 2. Outage metadata. The table lists outage metadata
that we manually extracted from public news and post-mortem
reports. We use the term “fix procedures” as opposed to “recovery”
to differentiate the built-in failure recovery mechanisms and the
manual outage fix procedures.

Disclaimers: As availability is a sensitive matter to service providers, it is important for us to make several disclaimers. First, our study is not meant to discredit any service. Readers should take the high-level lessons but prevent themselves to compare service uptimes (e.g., X is better than Y). For this reason, we anonymize service names
(e.g., CH2) when presenting numerical findings. Second,
the more popular a service is, the more attention its outages will gather, hence more headlines. In fact, more popular services tend to be more transparent and provide detailed reports that we could learn from. For this reason,
again, readers should not use this paper to claim a service
is better than others. The pros and cons of our methodology will be presented in Section 7.

pacts, fix procedures, and nature of outage (planned vs. unplanned). Table 2 shows the outage metadata and the subclassification tags. We performed this entire study in the last
one year. For high tagging accuracy, each outage is reviewed
multiple times by at least four authors of this paper.
We also note that root causes are sometimes described
vaguely. For example, “due to a configuration problem” can
imply software bugs corrupting the configuration or operators setting a wrong configuration. With this in mind, we
do not speculate but rather only add tags based on concrete
information; in this example, we only use C ONFIG, but not
B UGS or H UMAN.
C OS DB: The product of our data collection and classification is stored in C OS DB (downloadable from [1]), a set
of raw text files, data mining scripts and graph utilities.
C OS DB contains 597 outage descriptions, 1247 links, and
3249 outage metadata tags.

3. Availability
This section presents our quantitative analysis of cloud
service availability. Specifically, we discuss annual outage
count, service downtime/uptime, and correlation between
outages and service maturity. We note that as our dataset is
not complete (not all outages are reported publicly; §7), our
findings below can be considered as “minimum” values.

Terms and Definitions: In this paper, a service outage implies an unplanned unavailability of full or partial features
of the service that affect all or a significant number of users
in such as way that the outage is reported publicly. The “Impacts” row in Table 2 details the different types of outages.
A full service outage is labeled as F ULL O UTAGE. For partial
service unavailability, we exclude failures of “non-essential”
operations (e.g., profile picture update, background image
change), However, if the partial failures involve essential operations (e.g., login, payment, search), we consider them an
outage, labeled with O P FAIL. Data loss (L OSS) and staleness (S TALE), and late deliveries (P ERFORMANCE) that lead
to loss of productivity are also considered an outage.
How long an outage lasts is represented by downtime
(e.g., in hours). We use annual service uptime (e.g., 99%)

3.1 Annual Outage Count
Figure 1a shows the annual outage count (number of unplanned outages per year) between 2009-2015 for every service in our study. As mentioned before (§2), we exclude
planned maintenance and failures of non-essential operations. The thin (blue) line in Figure 2a plots the distribution
1 We

humbly do not attempt to provide suggestions to address every outage
problem (although our research group addresses some part of the problems
[130, 136, 140, 143–145, 155]), but rather we focus on summarizing the
lessons which we hope can be valuable to the larger cloud community.
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(b) Annual Downtime (in Hours)
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Figure 1. Annual outage count and downtime. The top
0

and bottom figures show the annual outage count and downtime
(in hours) for every service in our study respectively. SC4 has
23 annual outage count, mostly come from the company’s press
releases (showing their high transparency).
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Figure 2. Outage count and downtime distribution. The
left and right figures show outage count and downtime distributions
respectively. The thin blue line in the left and right figures plot the
CDF of the annual datapoints in Figure 1a and 1b respectively. The
thick red line shows the distribution from the services’ worst years.

of the average annual outage count across the 32 services.
Almost 50% of the services in our study experienced at least
3 outages per year on average.
Since average numbers hide the “worst year” in which a
service experienced a high number of outages, we also plot
the outage count distribution from the worst year (between
2009-2015) of every service, shown by the thick (red) line
in Figure 1a. In their worst years, almost half of the services
experienced at least 4 outages. The distribution also has a
long tail; 25% of services (y=0.75) suffered at least 8 outages
in their worst years.

considered the “minimum” as not all outages are reported in
public reports and not all that are reported include downtime
information. The Utopia of five-nine uptime (five minutes of
annual downtime) is still far to reach.
3.3 Outage and Service Maturity
The next question we ask is: does service maturity help?
That is, do outages happen less frequently in mature services? To answer this, Figure 3a shows the outage count in
every year (’09-’15) bucketed by service age. For example,
in 2014, there are 24 outages occurred in total from 9-year
old services. With the same bucketing approach, Figure 3b
shows the total downtime in hours. For example, in 2014,
there are 267 hours of downtime collectively from 17-year
old services. The outage numbers from young services are
relatively small; we postulate that large mature services gain
more public attention. Overall, the two tables show that outages can happen in any service regardless of its maturity. In
fact, as a service becomes more mature and popular, it needs
to handle more users and complexity tends to increase.

3.2 Annual Service Downtime/Uptime
69% of outages are reported with downtime information.
Within this population, Figure 1b shows the average annual
downtime (in hours) for every service. In Figure 2b, the thin
(blue) line plots the distribution. The figure also plots two
vertical lines that represent 99% (2-nine) and 99.9% (threenine) service uptime (i.e., not more than 88 and 8.8 hours
of annual downtime respectively). On average across the six
years, 2 services (6%) do not reach 99% uptime and 25
services (78%) do not reach 99.9% uptime. If we consider
only the worst year from each service (the thick red line), 10
services (31%) do not reach two-nine uptime and 27 services
(84%) do not reach three-nine uptime. These numbers can be
4

tication requests (that were not monitored, while spikes of
read/write requests were monitored) [10], expiring certificates (that piled up and caused backlogs) [64], unforeseen
“grey partial” hardware failures [18, 78], and corrupt configurations [55, 82].
While the cases above are caused by external events not
detected by the systems software, there are cases where failures come from the software itself (i.e., software is also a
SPOF). If a software system does not detect its own misbehavior, the failures can cascade to other software layers.
We find this issue prevalent in software upgrades, one of
the most-common causes of outages (§5.1). The developers had tested the software upgrades, but when the updates
were pushed to the full ecosystem, they caused new failures/anomalies that were undetected in the offline testing.
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X: Service Age
Total downtime from X-year old services in 20YY
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4.2 Failover that Fails

X: Service Age

Let’s suppose the failure is correctly detected. The next
stage requires flawless failover to activate the redundancies properly. Unfortunately, there are cases of failover code
that fails to mitigate configuration errors [69], activate the
backup power generators [6, 15], recover to a backup network switch [20] or a backup system [101], and migrate data
to another datacenter [40].
Furthermore, as discussed later in Section 5.5 (L OAD),
recovery code might “work as it should be” but in certain situations it aggressively generates extra traffic that can
create a positive feedback loop (i.e., a “recovery storm”).
We also observe an interesting failover cold cache problem; a datacenter failover caused a load spike to the backend database because of cold caches in the new datacenter
destination [40]. Flawless failover/recovery code should anticipate all possible deployment scenarios.

Figure 3. Outage vs. service maturity. Each cell shows the
total outage count (top figure) or total downtime in hours (bottom
figure) collectively experienced by X-year old services in year 20YY
as plotted in the x- and y-axis. Service release year is obtained from
wikipedia.com.

4. Where is the SPOF?
Before presenting the individual outage root causes (§5), we
first provide an important answer to the most perplexing
question in our study: where is the (hidden) SPOF? That is,
to prevent outages from single points of failure, the concept
of redundancies has been widely preached and pervasively
deployed at various levels (e.g., data replicas, power backups, geo-distributed zones). The fact that outages are still
inevitable today implies that there are sources of SPOF that
should be identified.
By studying hundreds of outages, we observe a common
thread that addresses the question. We find that the NoSPOF principle is not merely about hardware redundancies,
but also requires the perfection of failure recovery chain:
complete failure/anomaly detection, flawless failover code,
and working backup components. Each of these elements
ideally must be flawless. Yet, many of the outages we study
are rooted by some flaws within this chain as we elaborate
below. (For simplicity, we use the word “failure” to represent
the classical definitions of errors, faults, and failures [122]).

4.3 Backups that also Fail
Presuming the failover code is flawless, the next question is:
will the backups/redundancies work when they are needed?
Based on the many cases of redundancy failures below, the
answer is unfortunately “not always”.
The first case is about simultaneous multiple failures of
primary and backup components such as double failures of
power [5, 17], network [52, 87], storage [95], and server
components [104]. Moreover, not only can multiple failures
originate from identical components, they can also be exhibited by different components (i.e., multiple diverse failures).
For example, unrelated failures of an external network failure and an intermittent server occurred together [76] and
a network fiber cut and a separate storage failure coincided [43]. Although multiple points of failure (“MPOF”)
can be considered rare, the cases above prove that they can
happen in reality and lead to fatal scenarios. Stress-testing
failure recovery code with multiple diverse failures is crucial
[136, 139, 142, 144].

4.1 Incomplete Failure/Anomaly Detection
The first case is about incomplete failure/anomaly detection.
That is, although the failover code that will activate the redundancies is ready to run, it will sit idle if the root failures are not detected or anticipated. We observe a handful
of undetected failures such as memory leaks (that eventually crashed the entire system) [18], load spikes of authen5

Redundancies can also fail due to cascading bugs. That is,
one bug simultaneously affects many or all of the redundancies, hence impossibility of failover. Cascading bugs happen because the same software logic runs in multiple redundant supposedly-independent nodes. For example, multiple
data servers experienced the same type of memory leak as
all of them experience communication issues with a dead
server [18]; expiring certificates created connection errors
in multiple storage servers [64]; the same memory allocation errors were present in both the primary and secondary
network devices [99]; and the same timeout bug that cannot
address slow responses caused a large number supernodes
crashing [100]. More research is needed to ensure that independent nodes do not follow the same “crash path” given the
same triggering condition.

§

Root cause

#Sv

Cnt

%

Cnt ’09-’15

5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7
5.8
5.9
5.10
5.11
5.12
5.11

U NKNOWN
U PGRADE
N ETWORK
B UGS
C ONFIG
L OAD
C ROSS
P OWER
S ECURITY
H UMAN
S TORAGE
S ERVER
NAT D IS
H ARDWARE

29
18
21
18
19
18
14
11
9
11
4
6
5
4

355
54
52
51
34
31
28
21
17
14
13
11
9
5

16
15
15
10
9
8
6
5
4
4
3
3
1

M.M.M.M.M.M.M
7.4.M.5.M.4.7
4.4.6.8.M.8.5
M.4.9.8.9.9.2
2.2.7.2.5.M.4
2.5.5.5.4.8.2
-.2.4.M.5.3.4
5.4.3.5.3.1.7.-.2.1.3.4.-.1.4.4.2.1.2
2.-.-.3.5.3.-.3.-.2.2.4.1.1.3.2.1.1.1.-.-.3.1.-.-

Table 3. Root cause statistics. The table lists root causes

4.4 Prolonged Downtime

sorted by count. “§” represents the section number (e.g., §5.1);
“#Sv” the number of services that have suffered from the root
cause; “Cnt” the number of occurrences; and “%” the count
percentage among known root causes. The last column counts the
occurrences in each year; “M” implies ≥10.

After outages are resolved internally, cloud services should
be aware of post-outage request storms. That is, after a service is back online after an outage, it must face a stampede
of requests that had been waiting to re-connect, which can
cause another downtime. For example, as a service connectivity was restored, an ensuing traffic spike caused several
network elements to get overloaded [76]; in another case, a
service that just returned to service went down again due to
over-capacity from millions of users that re-connected [108].

• By year: We next ask whether there are root causes that
perhaps had been solved and did not appear in latter years.
The last column in Table 3 shows a seven-number string
(e.g., “M.4.9.8.9.9.2”; “M” implies ≥10) which represents
the number of occurrences in each of the seven years between 2009-2015. We can conclude that every root cause can
occur in large popular services almost in every year. As software continues to evolve, similar problems in the past might
re-appear in new forms.

5. Root Causes
We now present the result of our main categorization, outage
root causes, as listed in Table 3. Before jumping to the
discussion of every specific root cause, we first make general
observations.

• By duration: Figure 4 shows the whisker plot of downtime
(in hours) across the root causes, sorted based on the median
value. The median values across all the root causes range
from 1.5 to 24 hours. The minimum values span from 5 minutes to 1 hour. Almost all root causes (except H ARDWARE
which has a small population) have a maximum downtime
of more than 50 hours. This suggests that the severity of a
root cause varies depending on the specific situation. Natural
disaster (NAT D IS) and P OWER failures tend to produce the
longest downtimes because when they happen all resources
are often affected, including the backup systems. H UMAN
mistakes and B UGS can also lead to long downtimes as they
can create cascading failures.

• By count: The “Cnt” column in Table 3 shows that 355
outages (out of the total 597) have U NKNOWN root causes.
Among the outages with reported root causes, U PGRADE,
N ETWORK, and B UGS are three most popular root causes,
followed by C ONFIG and L OAD.
Many of the root causes in Table 3 are addressed in
literature (e.g., network failures [134], misconfiguration
[121, 160], load spikes [127], storage failures [123, 154],
human administrative mistakes [128]). U PGRADE, one of
the largest problems in our study, requires more research
attention (§5.1).
Another interesting matter is the fact that component failures such as N ETWORK, S TORAGE, S ERVER, H ARDWARE,
and P OWER failures should be anticipated with extra redundancies, but their failures still lead to outages. As discussed
earlier (§4), the no-SPOF mantra is not merely about hardware redundancies but requires the perfection of the complete recovery chain.

• By cross-relation: We emphasize that an outage can be
tagged with more than one root causes, typically happens in
a complex failure. For example, Azure 2014 outage was
caused during an U PGRADE that also involved C ONFIG
changes across the entire infrastructure, that were mistakenly done by the H UMAN operator, which then exposed
B UGS in their blob front-end servers [67]. As another example, an Amazon’s outage was caused by a misconfiguration in the EBS layer (C ONFIG) combined with mas-

• By service: The “#Sv” column in Table 3 shows that each
root cause can plague many different services.
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Table 4. Root cause pairs. Some outages involve multiple
root causes. The table lists the top highly-correlated pairs of root
causes where the count is five or more.

Figure 4. Downtimes across root causes. The figure shows
The U PGRADE & B UGS row in Table 4 points out that
some failed upgrades were caused by unexpected bugs in the
new software. For example, a new data geo-replication strategy caused a datacenter to be overloaded [44], a load balancer update incorrectly interpreted a portion of datacenters
as unavailable [42], a feature update exposed a new memory management bug only evident under heavy usage [56], a
storage software update temporarily lost users data [48], and
new caching code caused missing tweets [107]. These cases
are interesting to note because presumably the new software
had been tested thoroughly in an offline environment, but
upgrades pushed to the full ecosystem can be fragile (e.g., “a
code push which behaved differently in widespread use than
it had during testing” [54]).
Not only in the new software, bugs also appear in the
upgrade scripts. For example, a buggy upgrade script accidentally re-installed a number of live machines with active
data [23] and internal prototypes were accidentally pushed
publicly which forced the service to be taken offline [27].
These cases are also noteworthy because although human errors are reduced via automation (§5.9), errors are now shifted
into the automation process.
The U PGRADE & N ETWORK row in Table 4 suggests that
outages due to network upgrades are quite common (e.g.,
DNS and SDN controller updates [33, 85]). Failed upgrades
can also lead to excessive load (U PGRADE & L OAD), which
we discuss further in Section 5.5.

the whisker plot of downtime (in hours) for every root cause. The
x-axis is sorted by the downtime median value.

sive load from the re-mirroring storm from the EC2 layer
(L OAD) [16]. Table 4 shows the top highly-correlated pairs
of root causes, which will be discussed in their corresponding sections.
We now discuss in detail the individual root causes in the
same order listed in Table 3, which is sorted based on the
number of occurrences (“Cnt”).
5.1 Upgrade
U PGRADE label implies hardware upgrades or software updates typically done during maintenance events. Table 3
shows that U PGRADE is one of the largest root causes (16%).
Although there is an ongoing progress on software update
research (e.g., Ksplice, kpatch, KGraft), we find that upgrade issues in the field involve a large software ecosystem
(a software update causes anomalies in other software components). Such a large ecosystem is hard to reproduce in research environments. This finding calls both the industry and
academia to rethink about upgrade-related research. Below
we summarize a wide range of upgrade problems we find.
We observe that a variety of component upgrades can
cause outages such as updates/upgrades of power substation (e.g., failed power shift from local utility to a new
substation [3, 83]), authentication mechanisms (e.g., preventing user logins [24]), DNS infrastructure (e.g., incorrect re-routing [33]), URL shortener update (a single point
of gateway failure) [60], firmware (e.g., suddenly causing
overheat [65]), datacenter “environments” [77], SDN control cluster [85], database capacity (e.g., causing instability
in caching layer [97]), and miscellaneous software protocols
as we expand below.

5.2 Networking Failure
N ETWORK problems are responsible for 15% of service
outages. They can originate from broken hardware such as
dead core network switches [87]. In one intriguing case,
a networking device exhibited an unforeseen “grey partial
failure”; the operators had to perform a forensic investigation
to understand how it failed [18].
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To prevent single points of failure, network redundancies
are employed, however multiple networking failures can occur. For example, core and secondary network switches simultaneously died [87] and redundant network paths failed
at the same time [52].
The networking layer is also prone to access misconfiguration [66], unsuccessful upgrades (e.g., of edge network
[73], SDN control cluster [85], and some other networking
equipments [34, 92]), and software bugs (e.g., DNS issues
[35], traffic control bugs [26, 46, 57], routing loops [84], corrupt port data from Open vSwitch [85], and memory allocation bugs in device firmware [99]). The availability a cloud
service is also at the mercy of external networks outside the
domain of the service [68, 76].

DNS parser did not check malformed input string originated
from a misconfiguration [74].
5.4 Misconfiguration
C ONFIG problems cause 10% of service outages. Table 4
shows that misconfiguration is not a single dimensional
problem. Section 5.5 for example already listed cases of
misconfiguration that induce traffic overload (C ONFIG &
L OAD). Section 5.9 will discuss misconfiguration due to human mistakes (C ONFIG & H UMAN).
Human is not the only one to blame; we find that configuration can be corrupted by software bugs or failed upgrades
(C ONFIG & B UGS/U PGRADE). For example, a software bug
generated a corrupt configuration to live services that disabled them to handle normal load [55]; a failed upgrade to
balance network traffic accidentally corrupted some configuration [74]; and node reboots after a rare failure corrupted
global configuration files [82].
Another interesting finding is the problem of ecosystemdependent configuration: a configuration change in one subsystem might need to be followed with changes in the other
subsystems, otherwise the full ecosystem will have conflicting views of what is correct. As an example, a correct persistent change of a server configuration was interpreted invalid
by all client nodes, which caused re-query stampede [31]. In
reverse, a change in the ecosystem might require configuration updates. As an instance, a service increased its server
and networking capacity, but the maximum load threshold
in the network “safety-valve” mechanisms was not adjusted,
causing conflicting views [66].

5.3 Bugs
B UGS label is used to tag reports that explicitly mention
“bugs” or “software errors”. With this, B UGS are responsible for 15% of outages with known root causes. Many other
cases can be traced back to software bugs (e.g., misconfiguration, distributed storage failures, security breaches), but
again we do not label them with B UGS unless otherwise explicitly stated. Thus, there is a possibility that B UGS ratio is
larger than 15%.
We observe a wide range of outage-causing bugs such as
data races [16], buggy configuration scripts (§5.4), a leapday bug [71], database bugs [32, 96] some of which can
lead to staleness and inconsistency [112, 113], an operating
system bug that deletes local files [58], and login-related
bugs such as javascript login redirection [28], authentication
denials [76], SSL certification errors [109, 110], and frontend server bugs [106].
Interestingly, although being addressed in literature for
decades, memory leaks still occur. We observe a memory
leak that was exposed only under heavy load [55], a memory
overflow caused by backlogged threads [98], and a memory
allocation error [99].
When component failures happen, recovery code is the
last lifeline. However, recovery code can be buggy. For example, recovery code that cannot handle slow replies which
led to crashes [100], a failover failure of configuration issues
[69], recovery that generates positive feedback loop (§5.5).
Bugs in traffic-related code can be dangerous (B UGS &
L OAD) as they can create an excessive load. For example,
a network control bug caused an incorrect traffic shift [46]
and a buggy geo-replication protocol caused a datacenter to
be overloaded [44]. We further discuss load related issues
later in Section 5.5.
As bugs are hard to eliminate, monitoring and errorchecking code must be flawless in detecting anomalies and
errors. In reality, bugs also appear in monitoring systems
and error-checking code. For example, a monitoring bug
failed to detect a specific case of memory leaks [18] and a

5.5 Traffic Load
Cloud services provision resources based on expected traffic
load. In this context, unexpected traffic overload (L OAD) can
easily lead to outages. In our study, load-related problems,
which cover 9% of outages, originate from four sources: (1)
user requests, (2) code upgrades, (3) misconfiguration, and
(4) flawed recovery.
First, outages due to load spikes of user requests often happened on special days or events such as Christmas
eve [72, 80], New Year eve [108], the President’s inauguration day [102], World Cup’s opening [103], company acquisitions (e.g., WhatsApp’s $19 billion acquisition by Facebook which led to a surge of sign-ups [116]), and captivating celebrity posts such as Justin Bieber’s picture post
which may have caused traffic overload from his millions of
followers [61]. We also note that while main requests (e.g.,
read/write) tend to be monitored and services can elastically
scale accordingly, load spikes of non-monitored requests
can be dangerous (e.g., excessive database index file accesses [91] and spikes of authentication requests that caused
extreme cryptographic consumption of resources [10]).
Second, increased load can also stem from new code upgrades. For example, a system upgrade that required account
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migration caused a high volume of credential retry requests
[39]; a new code that tries to keep data geographically close
to its owner accidentally overloaded a datacenter [44]; and a
code upgrade generated extra load to request routers which
then told the rest of the system “stop sending us traffic” [50].
Third, misconfiguration can escalate traffic load. For example, a server configuration change triggered many client
re-queries that overwhelmed the database servers [31]; a
wrong traffic redirection caused a cycle of overloaded machines [45]; a miscalculation of memory usage caused the
same normal traffic load unservable [43]; an authentication
misconfiguration re-routed all authentication requests to a
small set of servers [47]; and disabling CRON suddenly and
unexpectedly made an unusual load spike [88].
Finally, as other work has noted, “the cure [can be] worse
than the disease” [138]. That is, flawed failure recovery can
introduce extreme load (a “recovery storm”). A prime example is the positive feedback loop problem. Here, flawed recovery causes extra traffic that congests existing resources,
which then triggers more recovery traffic. For instance, to
handle configuration errors, an automated recovery caused
clients to make a flood of queries and overwhelmed the
database cluster, which then caused clients to continue retrying [31]; storage nodes failed to find new space to re-mirror
under-replicated volumes and kept performing “Create Volume” process [16]; a large number of VMs that were automatically rebooted at the same time overloaded the image
storage and received timeout errors [67]; a load-balancing
turned on an automatic DoS protection, shunting a portion
of the high incoming traffic to a CAPTCHA, but then triggered more client retries, exacerbating the problem [38].
Another set of example is where the recovery re-routes
too much traffic from dead servers to some healthy servers,
which in turn makes the healthy servers unresponsive. For
instance, as a subset of servers were crashing due to a bug,
the healthy servers cannot handle the extra re-routed traffic [100]; a bug in a network control software brought down
some parts of network capacity and caused traffic shift that
overloaded other servers [46]; and a global restart of traffic
routers in one datacenter caused a widespread overload in
other datacenters [37].

The more popular a service is, the more eyes are on the
service. Amazon Web Service, arguably the most popular
destination for a variety of services, has garnered many
headlines for causing ripple effects including to AirBnB,
Bitbucket, Dropbox, Foursquare, Github, Heroku, IMDB,
Instagram, Minecraft, Netflix, Pinterest, Pocket, Quora,
Reddit, Tinder, and Vine [4, 7, 12, 14, 19, 22]. Microsoft
Azure, another popular one, has also caused multiple downtimes to Xbox Live and also 52 other services [117, 118].
A Paypal downtime also caused Ebay, Etsy and many other
merchants to halt sales [25].
Besides creating external impacts, a service outage, especially the storage service layer, can shut down other internal services as well. For example, Amazon EBS problem
brought down EC2 [18], iCloud downtime impacted Apple
applications [59], and Microsoft Azure outage rippled to Office 365 [75].
Finally, we highlight the vulnerability of service collocation. For economic and performance reasons, multiple services are often collocated in the same datacenter. As a ramification, a single problem can cause multiple service outages. For example, lighting strikes and power failures made
multiple Amazon services go down concurrently [15–17]; a
power failure at a Google datacenter caused Gmail, Google
Search, Google Drive, and YouTube outages that collectively dropped internet traffic by 40% for 5 minutes [36,
51]; a failed load balancer upgrade simultaneously impacted
Google Drive, Chat, Calendar, Play, and Chrome Sync [42];
similarly, a failed DNS patch caused downtimes of Office
365, Messenger, Outlook, and Xbox [70].
5.7 Power Outages
No power, no compute. P OWER failures represent 6% of outages in our study. They can originate from natural disasters
(e.g., massive lightning storms [15, 17]), external human factors (e.g., a vehicle crashed into utility poles [6]), and failed
maintenance or upgrades of power utilities (e.g., failed shift
of power from a local utility to a new substation [3]; a short
circuit occurred during a PDU testing phase rotation [83]).
The No-SPOF principle also applies to power sources.
The main utility power provider can fail (e.g., Amazon’s
power provider suffered a failure of a 110kV 10 megawatt
transformer [15]), which should not cause major disruptions
due to standard deployments of backup generators. However,
a second failure in failing over to the backup generators is
very much possible. For example, a PLC failed to synchronize the electrical phase between the generators [15]; backup
generators also failed to operate due to lightning storm [17];
and redundant power paths failed simultaneously [5].

5.6 Cross-Service Dependencies
Cloud computing is essentially a stack of services (e.g., SaaS
on PaaS) wherein vulnerable dependencies linger. We use
C ROSS (8%) to label outages caused by disruptions from
other services.
A service can be affected by other service outages such
as ISP issues (e.g., ISP’s fiber cut and DNS problems [13,
68]), lower layer disruptions (e.g., a PaaS outage caused a
SaaS downtime [94]), or 3rd party failures (e.g., a spam
filtering bug [49], a 3rd-party database issue [90], and a URL
shortener service disruption [105]).

5.8 Security Attacks
Security-related issues are responsible for 5% of the outages in our study. Security attacks come in different forms
including DDOS attacks (e.g., 300 Gbps DDOS traffic to
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Rackspace [86] and 1.2 Tbps DDOS traffic to Xbox Live and
Playstation Network [81, 119], which made the hacker group
gain 120,000 followers in two days), worm attacks (e.g.,
“Mikeyy” worm on Twitter [114]), and botnet (e.g., “Zerus”
stealing bank account information from Amazon [8]). Security attacks coming from 3rd-party applications can be
stopped by disabling the malicious applications (by some
traffic pattern matching algorithm), however the algorithm
can accidentally shut down well-behaving applications as
well [30]. To prevent future security attacks, sometimes
cloud services must shut down their services for applying
security patches [9].

5.11 Miscellaneous Server and Hardware Failures
When an outage report does not describe specific component
failures, but mention “node/server”, we label it with S ERVER
(3%). Some reports describe failures of specific server types
that caused outages such as caching, LDAP, login, quotacheck, scheduling, and search nodes. Similarly, we label a
report with H ARDWARE (1%) if it does not mention specific types of hardware failures. In most of these cases, the
providers do not present the details.
5.12 External and Natural Disasters
Last but not least, external and natural disasters (NAT D IS)
such as lightning strikes [11, 15, 17], vehicle crashing into
utility poles [6], government construction work cutting two
optical cables [115], and similarly under-water fibre cable
cut [120], cover 3% of service outages in our study.

5.9 Human Errors
A running system involves code paths and “manual paths”.
The latter opens up the possibility of human errors, which in
our study are responsible for 4% of the outages. In one way,
this small rate sounds positive compared to the much higher
rates reported 15 years ago [128]. On the other hand, more
automation and safety checks are still needed.
More than half of human errors relate to upgrade and
configuration issues (H UMAN & U PGRADE/C ONFIG), for
example, operators incorrectly executed traffic shift [16],
did not follow upgrade procedures [67], failed to include
certificate updates in new storage releases [64], and forgot to
change a networking configuration after new capacities were
added [66]. A single word error can be fatal; for example,
an operator incorrectly enabled a configuration switch for
“blob” storage front-ends, while the pre-production test was
done for “table” storage front-ends [67].
Another vulnerable manual path is post-failure situations
that require human involvement. For example, after some
faulty storage nodes were taken to diagnostic and repaired,
the operator put them back to the cluster without enabling
the node protection, causing them to be accidentally reformatted [63]; on-call staffs were not trained enough to handle
some specific type of power failures, causing a prolonged
recovery [53].

6. Impacts and Fix Procedures
We breakdown the root-cause impacts into 6 categories (Table 2): full outages (59%), failures of essential operations
(22%), performance glitches (14%), data loss (2%), data
staleness/inconsistencies (1%), and security attacks/breaches
(1%). Figure 5a shows the number of outages bucketed by
root causes and implications.
Only 24% of outage descriptions reveal the fix procedures. We breakdown reported fix procedures into 8 categories: add additional resources (10%), fix hardware (22%),
fix software (22%), fix misconfiguration (7%), restart affected components (4%), restore data (14%), rollback software (8%), and “nothing” due to cross-dependencies (12%).
Figure 5b shows the number of outages bucketed by root
causes and fix procedures. Due to space constraints, we unfortunately do not provide qualitative discussions on impacts
and fix procedures.

7. Pros and Cons of COS Methods

5.10 Storage Failures

We now describe the pros and cons of our methodology.

No data, no compute either. When storage nodes fail, compute nodes cannot progress [18, 41]. We mark an outage
with S TORAGE (4%) only if the report explicitly mentions
failures from the “storage” layer, which could mean storage
devices, the entire storage cluster, or file/database systems.
We observe storage failures such as 75% error rates from a
storage layer after a failed upgrade [40], corrupted database
index [91], and failed primary database recovery causing 1hour data loss [93].
To prevent multiple failures, three data replicas might
suffice. However, there was a case where two out of three
replicas are inaccessible due to two independent failures (a
storage layer issue and a fiber cut) causing quorum writes to
not reach a consensus [43].

Pros: There are several advantages of our unique methodology. First, arguably headline news are free from false positives; they are published by either the providers themselves
or other trusted news websites such as cnn, datacenterknowledge, forbes, huffingtonpost, infoworld, and zdnet
.com. Many of the public news also include update reports from the engineers and operators of the corresponding services mentioned in the news. Second, as customers
time high-profile outages, many of the reports (69%) include downtime information, which is valuable in measuring annual service uptime. Third, many of the reports contain detailed descriptions (e.g., in hundreds to thousands of
words [16, 48, 63, 85]) of how the problems affect many
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Figure 5. Root causes vs. (a) impacts and (b) fix procedures.
software layers within the services. This “multi-layer” report is typically unavailable in single-system error tickets.

Other possible private-data methods: We did not use
methods that depend on internal tickets only available behind company walls. As these methods are already common
(§8), we seek a different approach albeit the new limitations.
Plus, such private-data methods usually can only analyze
one or few services; it is hard to convince multiple service
providers to be open to this kind of study, while our goal is
to broadly study outages across tens of services.

Cons: There are several caveats in our methodology. First,
our dataset is not complete. Not all outages are reported
publicly (e.g., small short outages). Second, our dataset is
skewed. The more popular a service is, the more attention
its outages will gather, hence more headlines. In fact, more
popular services tend to be more transparent and provide
detailed reports that we could learn from. Third, outage
classifications are incomplete due to lack of information. For
example, only 40% outage descriptions reveal root causes
and only 24% reveal fix procedures.
Regardless of all the limitations above, we are aware of no
work that employs a methodology such as COS. This method
has successfully led us to interesting and unique qualitative
findings (§8).

8. Related Work
We now describe the uniqueness of our study compared to
other related work. Table 5 summarizes our qualitative and
quantitative comparisons.
First, to the best our knowledge, our work is the first that
leverages rich outage explanations from headline news/reports
(labeled with N under the “DST” column in Table 5).
Datasets in other work typically come from error messagesE ,
logsL , e-mail threadsM , or ticketsT .
Second, to the best of our knowledge, our work analyzes
the largest number of services (32) within the multi-layer
analysis category (labeled “M” under the “Analysis Type
(AT)” column in Table 5). This category analyzes all sorts
of issues that cause service disruptions. Other work in this
category generally focuses on a few number of services (13), as shown under the “#S” column. Some work analyze a
large number of clusters/datacenters (e.g., u 5 to u 20) typically from a single company/institution; hence, we tag them
with u representing uniform type of systems. The work by
Banerjee et al. [124] involves the 2nd largest number of services (11) as they analyzed public outage mailing lists. The
rest of the “AT” column in Table 5 shows that many other
work focus on service subcomponents such physical/virtual
nodes (O), network (N), storage (S), hardware (H), jobs (J),
and software bugs (B).

Other possible public-data methods: Note that the uniqueness of our study is the use of public data. One other
public-data method we tried is using service dashboards
(e.g., google.com/appsstatus, status.aws.amazon.com,
status.azure.com) or 3rd-party monitoring sites (e.g., downdetector.com). These data sources are rich for statistical
analysis, but for qualitative analysis, we faced several drawbacks. First, not all the sites allow us to easily dig the outage archives. Second, many of them do not describe the
root causes in detail, which is not valuable for research perspective; those that do eventually point to the detailed postmortem reports which we used in our study. Third, 3rd-party
monitoring sites typically provide much less information
(e.g., downdetector.com) than public news and reports and
some became inactive (e.g., cloutage.org). Finally, they
mainly report when outages start but not the downtime (outage duration).
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Related work
COS
[124] Banerjee
[125] Benson
[131] El-Sayed
[135] Gray
[149] Oppenheimer
[153] Schroeder
[161] Zhou
[126] Birke
[132] Ford
[133] Garraghan
[158] Vishwanath
[159] Yalagandula
[134] Gill
[157] Turner
[141] Jiang
[154] Schroeder
[147] Liang
[148] Nightingale
[129] Chen
[146] Li
[137] CBS
[152] Sahoo

#S
32
11
1
u 20
1
3
u 20
1
u5
1
1
–
3
6
3
u4
1
1
2
1
1
6
6

#N
–
–
–
11k
2k
3k
24k
100k
>10k
>10k
12k
100k
230k
1k
0.2k
2m
100k
128k
1m
12k
1k
–
–

DST
1kN
6kM
9kM
–T
0.1kT
0.6kT
23kT
2kM
3kT
–L
–L
–T
–T
46kL
217kL
39kL
100kT
1.3mE
–L
26mL
0.2kT
3kT
0.3kT

#Yr
6
8
3.5
9
1.2
1.3
10
–
1
1
0.1
1
1.5
1
6
4
0.5
0.3
1
0.1
0.1
4
>1

Finally, we would like to compare COS and our prior
work, CBS [137]. CBS is a cloud bug study of more than
3000 bugs reported in repositories of six datacenter distributed systems (Hadoop, Cassandra, HBase, etc.). CBS
only analyzes software bugs (B) in a single-layer fashion
while COS is a multi-layer (M) analysis that studies highlevel outages. In other words, while CBS is a “bottom-up”
analysis, COS is more of a “top-down” analysis. As an example, while COS provides proofs of the occurrences of cascading bugs (§4), CBS provides many more detailed patterns
of cascading bugs at the source code level (§4 in [137]).
Hence, we feel CBS and COS complete each other.
In summary, while COS reiterates many important outage
root causes that other studies have highlighted, COS brings
new contributions such as our findings and observations of
availability landscape of tens of popular cloud services (§3),
hidden SPOF root causes including multiple points of failure
(MPOF) and cascading bugs (§4), upgrade problems in relation to the full software ecosystem (§5.1), recovery storms
(§5.5), and cross-service dependencies (§5.6). To the best of
our knowledge, these aspects above are not significantly discussed in other studies we listed in Table 5.

AT
Mds
M
Md
M
M
Md
M
Mds
Od
Od
Od
O
Od
Nd
Nd
S
S
H
H
J
J
B
B

9. Conclusion

Table 5.

COS vs. related work. The six columns are:
(1) Related work: either the project name or the last name of
the first author; (2) #S: number of services/datacenters studied
with u label if the datacenters are uniform; (3) #N: number of
nodes/machines/devices involved in the study; (4) DST: the dataset
size with different units (k:103 ; m:106 ) and dataset type (error
messagesE , logsL , e-mail threadsM , headline newsN , or ticketsT );
(5) #Yr: the year range of the dataset; (6) AT: Analysis type such as
Multi-layer, nOde (physical/virtual), Network, Storage, Job level,
Hardware, and software Bugs analysis. Extra label ds is added if
the work analyzes duration of service downtimes or d if only analyzes failure duration.

Outages continue to happen. Although our dataset only covers up to 2015, high-profile outages in 2016 can easily be
found on the web; the inaugural outage of 2016 occurred
just within the first week of this new year [79].
A big challenge lies ahead: features and failures are racing with each other. As users are hungry for new advanced
features, services are developed in a much rapid pace compared to the past. As a ramification, the complexity of cloud
hardware and software ecosystem has outpaced existing testing, debugging, and verification tools. We hope our study
can be valuable to cloud developers, operators, and users.

Third, not all work report outage duration (downtime).
Most work record the time when the failures happened and
time between the failures, but not how long until the failures are mitigated [131, 147, 153]. Some work report failure
duration information (d under the “AT” column) but only
with respect to subcomponent failures (e.g., response time
to user problems [125], repair time of physical/virtual machines [126, 133], periods of node ping absence [132, 159],
time-to-recovery of network devices [134, 157]). However,
subcomponent failure timespan does not necessarily translate to service downtime; normally, subcomponent failures
are masked with some redundancies. Among the related
work, we only found one work (Zhou et al. [161]) that reports service downtime (labeled with ds under “AT” column).
However, this work only covers one service. In our work,
Figures 1-4 testify that our dataset uniquely allows a wide
range of analysis related to service downtime.
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